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by Jeanne Bemamm 
Newspeak Staff 
On Saturday, October 1, at 11 :00 a.m., 
the newly renovated Goddard Lounge in 
Goddard Hall was dedicated to a recent 
graduate of WPI Now formally called 
• The Rosemary J. Wojtowicz Student 
Lounge", It will be available for all those 
who use Goddard Hall, but It 1s there 
especially for the Chemistry end Chemi-
cal Engineering students. 
The plaque unveiled at the dedication 
reads that the lounge was dedicated in 
loving memory to Rosemary Wojtowicz 
by famlly and friends, AIChE and Skep-
tical Chemists, and the Chemical Engi-
neering and Chemistry Departments. 
Rosemary received her Bachelor of 
Science Degree In Chemical Engineer-
ing from WPI In 1980, and her Master's 
Degree from MIT in 1982 However, a 
tragic accident occurred Only two weeks 
after starting her job with the Air Pro-
ducts Corp .. she was killed in a car crash . 
Rosemary, a native of Three Rivers, Mas- AIChE members dedicate new lounge. 
The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
- Welter Plante. 
sachusetts, was only 23 years old. Thus, 
a few of her classmates who are gradu· 
ate students here. the AIChE and Skep-
tical Chem 1st Societies, and a close friend 
of hers, Janet Hammerstrom, coordi-
nated their efforts and used this motiva-
tion to renovate the deteriorating God-
dard Lounge. 
The project began In April of 1983 and 
many of the costs were defrayed by a 
special Chemistry and Chemical Engi-
neering alumni fund drive which lasted 
throughout the summer There are now 
new tables, chairs, partitions, carpet, 
paint and molding, and a TV monitor 1s 
expected to be Installed in the near fu-
ture. There are also Chemical Engineer-
tng and Chemistry Journals and an en-
cyclopedia A large mural entitled "The 
Artifact'', which was painted by Terry 
Barber, a senior Chemical Engineering 
student, decorates the lounge. It was tru-
ly a joint effort to complete the lounge, 
and many Chemical Engineering students 
and Skeptical Chemists worked hard to 
(continued on page 2) 
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Job outlook 1984 
by Carol Wilder 
Newspeak Staff 
"One thing that students must take 
into account is that the job market can 
change at any minute." Bill Trask, direc-
tor of the Office of Career and Graduate 
Placement, made this comment while 
discussing the 1ob outlook for the 1984 
WPI graduates. As an example he men-
tioned chemical engineers: "They were 
on top as far as salary and demand in 
1980; however, now they are finding it 
tough.'' Otherwise. the job outlook for 
1984 is expected to be like 1983. 
Biii Tratk prepares for Job hunting. 
secutive year " 
In Mechanical Engineering the demand 
seems to be steady from year to year 
"There's always a JOb for a mechanical 
engineer," Is a statement often used to 
describe the demand. Salaries are anti-
cipated to be on par with previous years, 
with chemical engineering leading and 
electrical and mechanical following 
closely behind In 1982 the average sa-
lary of graduating WPI chemical engi-
neers was $25.000, electrical engineers 
$25,236, and mechanical engineers 
$25 008 
- Nelson Kuo. 
last year more WPI graduates went on 
to graduate school than In previous years. 
The economy, once again, seems to 
be the cause. There are no positions 1n 
certain engineering disciplines, so stu-
dents choose to attend graduate school 
Basically, the students watt out the slump 
while attending graduate school. This 
trend Is normal for the pure science ma-
iors and 1s expected to continue for the 
engineering d1sc1plines. 
Trask summed 11 up by saying, "If a 
student really wants to work 1n his field, 
then he'll find a position In that field.'' 
He also warns the underclassmen, 
"Don't choose a maJor because you'll get 
a JOb when you get out Instead, do what 
Phi Sig Sig and 
Penny Holly recognized 
by Jim Goodell 
Newspealc Staff 
Last Friday's pep rally was not as 
rowdy as one might expect a pep rally to 
be, this was due mostly to a lack of par-
ticipAt1on ThP rally wasi held at the foot-
ball field at 4:00 Friday afternoon 
The cheer of the day (and Homecom-
ing Weekend) was "The Goat Is Back 
let's Kick Ass''. This cheer was ctiosen 
to commemorate the reappearance of 
our mascot and because Colby's mascot 
ts the white mule. (For all those who 
asked "How can I get one of those 'let's 
Kick Ass' tee-shirts?", the matter is being 
looked into.) The cheering contest was 
judged by members of the WPI Grounds 
Mai .tenance Crew. First place was a-
warJed to Phi Sig Sig for a very 1mpres-
s1ve chef'lr The pep band was the only 
other group which participated in the 
cheering, ontecit The judges judged the 
audience also, and recognized Penny 
Holly as the most enthusiastic of the 
group Prizes donated by the Polar and 
Coca-Cola bottling companies and the 
Goat's Head Pub were awarded. 
Phi Sigma Sigma ladle• thow Iola of pep. - Steve Knopplng. 
"Certainly, one of the key factors In the 
number of jobs 1s the state of economy," 
stated Trask. This year the economy 
seems to be picking up. Such ma1ors as 
chemical engineering, which has an em-
ployment profile heavily dependent on 
the economic factors, have yet to l.Je 
helped by the climb of the economy. The 
1982/83 Demand Survey, conducted by 
the Engineering Manpower Commission 
of the American Association of Engi-
neering Societies. predicts that the en-
gineering demand growth will drop from 
last year The Demand Survey went on to 
say, ''Growth 1s expected to be strongest 
for electrical engineers. Demand for civil 
engineers ls anticipated to be apprecia-
bly below average for the second con- you want " Frethmen win rope pull under •oggy condlllon1. 
- Jon Deakin 
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( LETTERS ) 
Anti-Nuke documentary 
mindless 
To the Editor; 
On Thursday, September 29th, the 
WPI campus was subjected to a (grate-
fully) rare anti-nuclear power presenta-
tion This hall-hearted attempt came to 
us less than a year since our own reactor 
at Tech was handed a 90% power de-
crease by the administration (in mone-
tary interests, of course) and yet these 
people who would like to remove 39% of 
New England's electricity are still to be 
appeased. The original and honorable 
1ntent1on of Prof John Wilkes of the So-
cial Sciences Department was to present 
information concerning the history of 
public perception to nuclear power which 
in itself was relatively fair and non-
partisan. Nonetheless. over two hours of 
the three hour program was dedicated to 
a mindless documentary entitled "Sixty 
Minutes to Meltdown." 
What is particularly frightening about 
this exercise in journalistic fantasy is the 
fact that it was allowed to be shown on 
public televlslon's NOVA science show. 
This film was neither scientific nor 1n the 
public's interest 1t dealt only in stereo-
types and was self-appointed Judge, 
Jury, and Executioner Interestingly, even 
most of the anti-nuclear people In the 
small audience found it "Insulting" to 
their intelligence. This is not new as 
most anyone who refuses to be spoon-fed 
by the media recognizes the anti-nuclear 
groups· party platform as an irrational, 
emotional, self-serving witch-hunt that 
preys on the fears of the general public 
In addition. the most prominent fea-
ture in the lecture hall was an anti-
nuclear-weapons poster The woman who 
placed It there claimed to make no con-
nection between nuclear arms and the 
peaceful atom and apologized for the 
misunderstanding Prof. Wilkes in effect 
retracted the apology for the anti-nukes 
by' describing the civilian power pro-
gram as a public relations move for the 
military nuclear propulsion program. Can 
this same gem of logic be extrapolated 
for the space program which found its 
start and is supported even today by the 
Air Force? Perhaps we can place a mo-
ratorium on both communications sate-
lltes and nuclear plants In the same Act 
of Congress This wlll leave our overbur-
dened representatives more time to trim 
the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Budget. 
Those who understand and produce 
nuclear power appreciate and respect 
the energy of the atom. We are no more 
willing than anyone else to witness an 
exchange of nuclear weapons. 
Fortunately, the anti-nuclear-anything 
party has refocussed its attention on the 
nuclear weapons issue. It should hope 
for better luck in this endeavor as its last 
campaign added nothing to the safety of 
the current nuclear stations and has cost 
consumers billions of dollars in New 
England alone due to delays in construc-
tion I hope that this presentation last 
Thursday was the last gasp in a dying 
issue. 
- Thomas C. Tillman. '85 
Letters Polley 
WPI Newspeak welcomes letters to the editor Letters submitted for the 
publication should be typed (double spaced) and contain the typed or printed 
name of the author as well as the author's signature. Letters should contain a 
phone number for verification Students submitting letters to the editor should 
put their class year after their name. Faculty and staff should include their full title. 
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A graduate's view on 
the Anti-Nuke presentation 
To the Editor: 
Ho Hum. After graduating in 1979, I 
see things are no different now on the 
nuclear power front than they were when 
I left. despite WPI being one of the top 
technical universities 1n the nation. There 
still exist those who let emotion override 
truth. A sterling example of this is the 
presentation Prof John Wilkes (of the 
Social Sciences Department) hosted last 
Thursday I did not attend but I am famil-
iar with the film he showed. "60 Minutes 
to Meltdown" was a dramatization of the 
infamous Three Mile Island Accident In 
March of 1979 It leans heavier on the 
side of science fiction rather than science 
fact. 
The script was written by folks who 
already had made up their mind on nu-
clear power - decidedly anti-nuclear. 
They claimed that it takes only a high 
school diploma to operate a nuclear 
power plant. It obviously takes much 
less than that to produce an anti-nuclear 
film. Truth is, operators go through at 
least 6 months of academic study - col-
lege level physics included - before 
they become operators That's five days 
a week, 8 hours a day, for 6 months -
1000 plus hours. And after that, there·s 
work on simulators (duplicates of the 
Control Board they'll be working on) and 
hands one experience. They Initially work 
as an integral member of an experienced 
team As they gain experience. their du-
ties expand All the while, they are con-
tinually being trained and retrained Even 
those who come out of the U.S Navy 
must go through this training. Many earn 
college degrees at the same time. 
This film is the product of people who 
have an Inordinate fear, a phobia, of nu-
clear power and radiation. Given that 
phobia is a mental Illness. we should be 
helping these folks, not spreading their 
fears among the public. 
- Ronald D. Lucier '79 
Assembly Fire Safety presentation 
To the Editor: 
Are you concerned with fire safety? 
Well if not then please read on; this one is 
for you 
The WPI campus has a very full enter-
tainment schedule ranging from weekly 
pub shows. movies, and coffeehouses, 
to the plays and concerts each term to 
the weekend galas such as Homecoming 
which just passed. All in all there are 
quite a few occasions when large numbers 
of us are enjoying ourselves at events 
run by our fellow students. These hard-
working students, along with the few 
people that the school finds to guide 
them, take on a great responsibility ev-
ery time they put on a show. 
The people who come to a show don't 
come In with umbrellas In case the roof 
teaks, nor do they come in with oxygen 
masks in case a fire breaks out. The 
same way people can expect to stay dry 
when they go to a concert In Alden (we 
won't mention Harrington), they should 
be able to expect that there ts little 
chance of being hurt at the show due to 
fire, smoke, blackout, or other emergen-
cy The producers of the show have a 
responsibillty to their audience to pro-
vide a safe environment in which to en-
joy the show. 
This is the reason that there are securi-
ty people, as well as campus police. 
present at the large concerts They are 
there to protect. among other things. 
you To protect you from someone who 
is trying, tor whatever reason, to harm 
you Or. If need be. they will protect you 
from yourself when you have had a little 
too much to drink 
When it comes to fire safety, there is 
no lire marshal here at WPI. Having one 
would probably not be an effective way 
to ensure safety anyhow. The only way 
to keep all aspects of a show safe is to 
... Goddard Lounge 
(continued from page 1) 
see It become the success that ii 1s A 
special thanks goes also to Al Harper 
and his Plant Services team 
The dedication ceremony was con-
ducted by AIChE President Karen Eklof, 
Janet Hammerstrom, Chemical Engineer-
ing Department Head Professor Yi Hua 
Ma, end two alumni who were close 
keep all of the people working on the 
show aware of the safety problems that 
they might create, as well as the prob-
lems that they can solve. This does not 
require a graduate degree in Fire Protec-
tion Engineering, merely a basic under-
standing of what "fire safety" means and 
a good deal of common sense. Common 
sense is a personal thing, you don't learn 
1t from someone. The concepts. and de-
tails, of fire safety can be taught, or more 
correctly, shared. 
There will be a presentation on As-
sembly Fire Safety at 4 pm. on Wednes-
day, October 12, in the ITV Studio on the 
lower level of Higgins Lab The main part 
of the presentation will cover the funda-
mental aspects of fire safety relating to 
productions of all types and sizes After 
that there will be an open discussion on 
safety in general and fire safety educa-
tion in particular. I am especially inter-
ested in comments on how to provide an 
education in fire safety to the people 
who actually run the shows 
If you would like to attend the presen-
tation, or you would like a similar presen-
tation for your club, please contact me, 
Bill Holland. WPI Box 1882. This has 
been my IQP for a year and a half now 
and, as scholastic endeavors tend to go, 
I have learned a great deal from the peo-
ple I have contacted through this pro-
ject. I would greatly appreciate the chance 
to learn from you . If you read this article 
at all I would like to know your Impres-
sions be they good or bad. If nothing 
else, you may be able to keep me from 
cluttering these pages ever again 
If you would like to learn more about 
fire safety and how 1t applies here at WPI. 
or 1f you have something you would hke 
to express on the subject. please get In 
touch with me, or visit the Center for Fire 
Safety Studies Office on the first floor in 
H1gg1ns Lab 
- Bill Holland, 84 
friends of Rosemary, Leslie Knepp and 
Lisa Wyle. Rosemary's parents had the 
honor of unveiling !he dedication plaque. 
A gathering of caring people attended to 
pay tribute to Rosemary, and many of 
those who came were family, friends. 
society officers, staff, and fellow 1980 
alumni. 
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• I Office Hours : 
I Monday: 8-12 Wednesday: 8-12, 2-4 t 
t ' I Tuesday: 8-12, 1-3 Thursday: 8-11, 2-3 
t Friday: 8-11, 3-5 : 
t ' ~ ~ .......... ~ .._.. ~ ~ ._. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ~ ~.-. ._.-. ~ .. 
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Another view on U.S. All-nightersandotherstuff 
military 
To the Editor 
In response to Dan Welnshenker's let-
ter (N ewapeak, Sept 27, 1983) which 
claimed that the United States is milita-
ristic. I would have to disagree on a 
number of the conclusions formed 
1. I disagree that our armament build-
up has been consistent and sustained. 
Reagan's Is the first adm1n1stration In at 
least twenty years to give a full commit-
ment to the bolstering and revitalizing of 
our armaments and military. Previous 
admi nis1rations have spent substantially 
less for armaments and military programs 
One might recall Robert S. McNamara, 
the secretary of defense of the Kennedy 
and Johnson administrations. in his suc-
cessful efforts to severely cripple U.S 
mlhtary capability. 
2. I disagree that our military has an 
increasing influence In our civilian af-
fairs. Outside of being influenced by the 
draft and draft registration (which are 
Important issues). our society and life-
styles on the whole have not been lncreas~ 
1ngly or overly Influenced by the military 
and Its actions When we do hear of cur-
rent US military actions and policies, 1t 
almost always deals with situations out-
side our borders. 
3 I disagree that on the whole our na-
tional defense actions are limiting our 
democratic freedoms The increase in 
armaments and military spending Is lar-
gely serving to preserve our democratic 
freedoms, not hinder them. However, I 
will recall the warnings George Wash-
ington gave in his Farewell Address con-
cerning foreign relations and note their 
apphcablllty to our current involvement 
in the affairs of the Mideast. Washington 
warned us to hold alliances with no na-
tions. and to become politically involved 
with them as little as possible. Having 
dismissed Washington's admonitions. we 
now find ourselves militarily Involved In 
the Mideast. I do not favor our sending 
troops to this region in which we as a 
nation are not directly threatened. It is 
interesting to note, however, that US 
military involvement in the Mideast Is 
seldom contested In comparison with 
the substantial opposition to U .S mil-
itary Involvement In Central America. 
Yet it Is a fact that the imperialistic Soviet 
Union has heavily infiltrated this region, 
while at the same time building up Its 
own armaments levels to astronomical 
heights. One of the options the Soviets 
feel they have is to take over the United 
States through external encirclement 
Cuba and Nicaragua flt Into this plan 
well, as do the Marxist infiltrators in El 
Salvador. It is because of this threat that 
we should not terminate military aid to El 
Salvador This 1s not for the purpose of 
creating a foreign alliance, or for the 
support of alleged violations of human 
rights in the country; Instead, it is for the 
assurance that our land will not be threa-
tened by the unprincipled forces of com-
munism. 
Yes. we must work towards a world 
without war. However, as our freedoms 
are threatened by foreign forces, we 
must realize that if we truly love the 
country which ourfounding fathers risked 
their lives for, we must be Willing to de-
vote our support to adequately protect It. 
It must be realized that military pre-
paredness has to play an effective role in 
our being able to defend ourselves. If we 
do not realize this, then we shall become 
ripe for takeover. The words of Patrick 
Henry, "Give me liberty or give me death,'' 
are as important today as they were in 
the eighteenth century. 
- Tim Watkins, '84 
( CAMpus CApsuLEs ) 
Assembly Fire Safety 
There will be a presentation on As-
sembly Fire Safety at 4 p.m .• Wednesday, 
October 12. in the ITV Studio on the low-
er level of Higgins Lab. This presentation 
1s intended for people who are directly 
connected with arranging or setting up 
any concert, play, musical performance. 
or other form of production which is then 
presented to an audience The main part 
of the presentation will cover the funda-
mental aspects of fire safety relating to 
productions of all types and sizes. After 
that, there will be an open discussion on 
safety 1n general. and fire safety educa-
tion in particular. 
If you would like to attend the presen-
tation . or would like a simllar presenta-
tion for you( club or group, please con-
tact 8111 Holland. WPI Box 1882. 
Dance Daze: A Safe Place to Dance 
People who hke to dance to all kinds of 
music creatively (usually the kind of 
dancing done alone m one's own Jiving 
room with the lights out) can now Join a 
no-holds-barred community dance held 
twice per month at the Alumni Gym. 
Lens and Lights creates a very dimly lit 
atmosphere with pools of different co-
lors, and people of all ages, sometimes 
whole families, kick their shoes ott. 
Dance Daze Is very different from a bar 
scene, with no alcohol, smoking, or up-
tight rules about dancing. and the floor Is 
clean enough to fall, roll and slide on No 
partners or skills are necessary. and the 
wildly free atmosphere is bound to ex-
pand to all kinds of danceable music 
Dance Daze is run as a cooperative. and 
Is Worcester's contingent of Dance New 
England, a network of free-style com-
munity dances. To cover expenses for 
sound, music and lighting, a small dona-
tion of $2.50 for adults and 50~ for child-
ren Is requested So. the adventurous 
souls who dance through the door this 
month on Friday. October 7th and 21st 
from 8-11 p m . will have one of the most 
freeing experiences of their livest For 
more information call Joyce Kegeles. 
founder of Dance Daze. and instructor 
ofWPl's Modern Dance course. at 757-2247. 
by David Wall 
Newspeak Staff 
Everyone dreads them. everyone claws 
to stay far enough ahead to avoid them, 
but it is the rare student indeed who will 
get out of here without having pulled at 
least one all-night study session. To 
most people. the very idea of staying up 
all night when one has classes In the 
morning is absurd. But that's the way it 
Is, campers One of those unwritten rules 
of life at wonderful WPI. 
You can feel the warning signs as soon 
as an Instructor issues a deadline. Peo-
ple who've been playing this game for a 
while already resign themselves to los-
ing sleep at the midpoint and end of a 
term. For those of you who are new at 
this. buy your Coke early. The 24-hour 
store will be out of It when the time 
comes 
Probably the most popular place for 
cohollc beverages in the apartment si-
multaneously without the approval of 
OSA Hmmmmmmmmmmmmm. If that 
sounds a little ludicrous to you. you 
aren't alone I am willing to give Residen-
tial Life the benefit of the doubt, since I 
can't Imagine that this Is actually what 
the ruling wanted to say. If It is, then I 
would have spent half the year in Jail last 
year 
It's all too bad In my freshman year. 
you could hit three or four parties in an 
evening for the price of three mixed 
drinks at a bar. And that was after rush 
was over Now Its Irritating to pay cover 
charge after cover charge. And you can't 
blame the fraternities - they have to 
cover expenses somehow They could 
go out and rob banks, but the Worcester 
Police would object to that too. 
Speaking of police. let's talk about 
Campus Police for a minute. They now 
(-------~---~o~u_1_o_f_1_u_R_N __ ~~----) 
all-nighters is WACCC. There's an ob-
vious reason for this: it's the only place 
on campus open almost all the time. Any 
prejudiced thoughts that the CS faculty 
plots ways to deprive students of sleep 
should be dispelled. It Isn't just the CS 
faculty. We pay the professors in every 
department lots of money to keep us 
awake. 
Maybe some night, when you finish 
your homework before sunrise, you can 
take a quick stroll around, to wear you 
out before bed. You'd think the campus 
would be dead at 4 a.m .• but It isn't. Avoid 
the area around Boynton Hall - it isn't 
lit. 
In other news, 1t appears our fraternity 
parties have of late been visited a bit too 
often by the minions of the municipal 
constabulary. The upshot of this Is: there 
are rumors of all sorts of new restrictions 
on fraternity parties to go with all the old 
ones from last year. This comes hot on 
the heels of the news that a seven-man 
apartment cannot have 3 guests and al-
have two cruisers to go with their un-
marked car, which Is plenty to cover the 
campus proper and the surrounding area. 
And yet, despite their efforts along with 
SNaP, one sees that cars in the Ellsworth 
lot are sometimes less than safe A cus-
todian suggested that residents park 
their cars In their living rooms. And there 
Is a motorcycle parked there regularly, 
despite regulations in this area. Don't get 
me wrong; I'm not putting Campus Po-
lice down. Witness the Clark students 
who never go out at night without a 
baseball bat, and you realize we're fairly 
well off. But there are always rough 
areas among the smooth. 
If all of this seems unconnected. it is, 
in a way. Point of the week: attempt to 
keep the place from consuming you. It is 
all too easy In a madhouse like this to 
have no other life besides the work. This 
is bad news. It'll mess you up. 
You'll note this column is very short. 
I'm going home. To remind me it's still 
there. 
Aerospace scientist Von Putt-
kamer to speak In Kinnicutt 
by Howard B Bernard 
Associate Editor 
In the tradition of Astronaut Charles 
M Duke and writer/ producer Gene Rod-
denberry, aerospace scientist Jesco von 
Puttkamer will speak at WPI on Wednes-
day. October 19: at 1·00 p.m. in Kinnlcutt 
Hall. 
Whereas General Duke's talk focused 
on the past of the American space pro-
gram (spec1flcally his walks on the moon 
In the Apollo program). and Rodden-
berry's presentation focused on the fic-
tional space adventures of the crew of 
the starship Enterprise, von Puttkamer's 
lecture will address the topic of the fu-
ture of the real-llfe space program in the 
United States. 
Von Puttkamer is a senior staff special-
1st with the Office of Space Flight at 
NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C .. 
which is responsible for NASA's long-
range studies of space shuttle applica-
tions and the use of space for industry 
and permanent residence by humans. 
He has been involved with Or. Werner 
von Braun's rocket team. and was a part 
of the Saturn, Apollo, Skylab and Space 
Shuttle Proiects for NASA. He has w11t -
ten several books on space flight, and 
presently writes a column on science fo r 
Future Life magazine; he also advised 
the producers of Star Trek - The Motion 
Picture, and served as telev1s1on com-
mentator for several space missions. He 
was born In Leipzig, Germany, and earned 
a bachelor of science in mechanical and 
general engineering and a master of 
(continued on page 4) 
First Fire Safety grad finds employment 
by Howard B Bernard 
Associate Editor 
The first full-time graduate student al 
the WPI Center for Fire Safety Studies. 
Richard B1elln, expects to complete his 
master's thesis on the 1nvestlgat1on of 
electr ical fires soon, but he has already 
found employment in his chosen field 
with a consulting firm in Wellesley. 
According to CFS Professor Richard 
L P. Custer, the Center 1s looking for 
more students from the undergraduate 
population of WPI to enter the graduate 
program. While there is no specific under-
graduate program at the Center, many 
student projects (Custer estimates about 
70 since the inception of the Plan ) have 
related to tire safety, and the BS/MS 
program offered here can help under-
grads get into the field of fire safety. 
Under that program, students pick courses 
in their junior and senior years which 
count toward both their undergraduate 
major and their master's degree 1n Fire 
Safety Engineering. 
The field is an Interdisciplinary one. 
according to Custer. There are in it ele-
ments of many branches of engineering 
and scientific studies, although most of 
the master's degree candidates come 
from ElectricjJI, Mechanical or Chemical 
Engineering backgrounds. The fire safety 
engineer must be concerned with and 
competent in the areas of structural en-
gineering, heat transfer. f ire detection 
and supression systems. combustton pro-
cesses. fluid flow and materials science. 
What actually occurs in the master's 
program 1s that students with the ski lls 
needed to solve engineering p roblems 
are given the knowledge and tools to 
apply those skills to the fire safety subd1-
v1s1on of engineering 
After graduation, the lire safety engi-
neer acts in two major capacities: 1nves-
t1gat1on of the causes and effects of fires 
that have already occurred and design-
ing systems to prevent future fires. But. 
says Custer. fire protection engineering 
is hard to "sell" ; the owner of a business 
1s reluctant to make changes 1n his busi-
ness (eg • the addition of stairways, smoke 
detectors or sprinklers) that will be cost-
ly, for it will take a long time to recoup 
the losses Incurred from the construc-
tion of stairways, say, and the rooms that 
will be sacrificed to make space for 
them. But. Custer adds, 1f the fire safety 
engineer 1s involved in the de51gn of the 
buil ding from the start, there can be In-
corporated into the building design fea-
tures that can assure the safety of the 
occupants at a minimum cost to the 
owner. Other projects of the fire protec-
tion engineer include determining safety 
margins for the placement of hazardous 
processes In manufacturing plants and 
studying inflammable products to de-
termine how they should be labeled , 
handled and stored, 1n the factory, 1n 
shipping, and 1n the hands of the con-
sumer. 
Most fire safety engineers o f today 
started the way Professor Custer did -
as engineers in other fields who became 
interested in fire safety. But Fire Safety 
Engineering 1s now a recognized d1sc1-
pllne m which training, degrees and em-
ployment are Increasingly available 
People interested in lhe BS/MS program 
offered at WPI or merely in Fire Safety 
Engineering In general should ace Pro-
fessor Richard L P Custer of the Center 
for Fire Safety Studios in Higgins LabOr-
atorles, Room 108 
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CANDIDATES' STATEMENTS 
President, class of '87 
Many of you want your President to be 
hard working and responsible. I feel that 
Jay Harper can be that man. I am willing 
to sacnflce the time to make our class 
work . 
The President of the class Is the high-
est position in student government. I 
would urge you to vote conscientiously 
In making your decision and vote for 
who you feel Is the most qualified for the 
position. I feel that I have the needed 
background to best prepare me for the 
Presidency. 
While maintaining a high academic 
standard In high school, I was a respon-
sible Individual as the captain of the bas-
ketball team and the quarterback of our 
undefeated football team. My leadership 
The question has been raised, "Do you 
want a President who is hard-working 
and resolute or one just seeking a title?" 
If you want the former. then you should 
vote for me, Christian Gfatter, for Presi-
dent of the class of 1987. One can see my 
diligence in my previous accomplish-
ments. Some Include being on the Na-
tional Honor Society for three years and 
being In both Who'• Who and the U.S. 
Achlewement Academy in 1981-82 and 
I am running for the office of president 
of your class and would llke your vote I 
feel that I can do the job right and will 
work to the best of my ability. If elected, I 
hope you will work with me toward a very 
Hello Classmates of 19871 
My name is Tara Redmond and I'm 
running for the office of Class President. 
Since many of you don't know me. I'd 
like to take this opportunity to tell you 
about my qualifications for this office 
and the reasons I'm running . 
I was very active within my high school 
years. I was President of my school (over 
2.000 students) , a cheedeader for four 
years, in honor society, on the tennis 
team, in band and chorus, all of which 
occupied a lot of my time. Within these 
different groups and activities I had many 
organizational respons1bilihes. My big-
gest respons1b111ty occurred last year 
while I was school president . I was in 
charge of Homecoming (distributing bal-
lots and the crowning festivities) , raising 
money for this school organization 
through fundra1sers, made sure that all 
fund raisers going on within school wer-
en't conflicting, a Thanksgiving and Christ-
mas drive for the needy, a school talent 
abilities can be highly challenged as 
President of our clua. 
The workload at WPI Is Immense and 
the pressure to excel Is felt by everyone I 
would like to maintain excellence in 
academics at Tech, but I also encourage 
a social life that will be enjoyable to my 
fellow classmates. With your votes, I feel 
that the class of 1987 will have a chal-
lenging and exciting freshman year that 
will be remembered always. 
Through this speech I have presented 
to you my views, I hope that with your 
votes. I will be able to put my ideas into 
action. 
Thank you . 
-Jay Harper 
<> 
1982-83. My persistence has also moti-
vated me to earn a varsity letter in track. 
Being president of the chess club and an 
organizer of many groups, I feel that be-
coming President would be challenging 
and I would meet this responsibility with 
diligence and determination. Voting for 
a class President should not be a blind 
stab in the dark Don't take a chance. 
Vote for Christian Gfatter. 
<> 
<> 
- Christian Gfatter 
exciting and active yHr. I look forward 
to your participation In freshman activi-
ties throughout the year! Thank you for 
your support. 
-Daniel P. King 
show. and the election of officers tor all 
of the classes. 
The reason I'm running for this office 
is because I have the experience to run a 
class of over 600 people I know what I'm 
doing. One of my big respons1b1ht1es this 
year would be to raise money for the next 
four years. The more money we raise 
now, the less we'll have to pay later. An 
example of one fundra1ser that raised 
over 1500 dollars last year was a compu-
ter match. This is just one example, I'd be 
willing to listen to anyone else's sugges-
tions. So 1f I'm elected. feet free to drop 
me a note 
I'm presently not Involved in other 
school activities. This would give me the 
opportunity to dedicate a good amount 
of time solely to the class 
Thank you tor considering me tor this 
office and may the most qualified person 
win. 
- Tara Redmond 
Vice President, class of '87 
As a candidate for Vice President of 
the class of 1987, I understand how you 
could be confused by a held of candi-
dates whom you don't really know. I 
don't intend to bore you more by giving 
you boring details about myself Instead, 
stop down to Riley 112 or stop me at a 
party and we'll talk. 
Not being one to give long narratives 
to try to provt- that I'm a great guy, I just 
My name is Paul Lubes and I am run-
ning tor the office of Vice President. I feel 
I am well qualified for the office, and I am 
willing to sacrifice my time to do the 
most for our class. With me as Vice Pres-
ident, you can be sure that our class wall 
not be forgotten for a long tame. 
The students here at WPI are all hard-
working, and have the desire to achieve 
the knowledge to make something out of 
their lives. I as well have worked hard to 
become part of this institution. I was a 
member of the National Honor Society, a 
member of the Student Council. and I am 
My name is Kevin Szeredy and I am 
running for the position of Vice Presi-
dent for the class of 1987 I am a compe-
tent. well-diversified individual who re-
spects and acknowledges the people I 
meet each day. It is or great Importance 
to myself to unite others In a bond of 
friendship and construct our class Into 
one close unit striving towards the same 
goal. We have just begun a new, different 
phase in our lives. If elected Vice Presi-
dent, I would lead our class onto a s1gn1f-
1cant beginning. and dedicate my time 
and service in making 1t recognized by 
all of WPI. 
As for my quahfacations, I have pos-
sessed many positions of leadership. In 
my previous school, I was elected as 
Boy's State Representative, Student Go-
HI! I'm Anne Macfaddin and I'm run-
ning for the office of Vice President for 
the class of 1987 I fee1 qualified to fulfill 
the position During my four years 1n 
high school I was very active in Student 
Government, school activities, chairman 
for Junior Prom and Variety Show, Varsi-
ty field hockey (4 years), and a student 
representative in two town organizations· 
Community Avon, and Dollars for Scho-
lars I am hoping that I can continue this 
want to let you know that I want to serve 
"OUR" class. It's time to forget separate 
high schools, and to melt into a unified 
freshman class. 
To end, just let me say that I feel I'm 
qualified to serve as a Vice President, 
and I hope you will give me a chance to 
prove this by voting for Peter "P.J." 
Deleon on election day. 
<> 
- Peter Deleon 
sure many others here have achieved 
these merits. I was also captain of my 
basketball team at Woodbridge High 
School, which made it to the quarterfi-
nals of the New Jersey State Basketball 
Tournament. I will also play basketball 
here at WPl. I feel that academics is not a 
measure of one's leadership ability. I feel 
I know what 1t takes to be a leader, and 
not 1ust an intellectual. If I am elected to 
office, my leadership abilities can go to 
work to make our class great. 
- Paul Lubas 
vernment Day Alternate, Captain of the 
Tennis Team, and a member of the Stu-
dent Council. Lastly, my main, most in-
spiring office was Senior Class· Presi-
dent. Through these previous duties, I 
have been acquainted with the function-
ing of government and gained strong 
discipline and knowledge in leadership 
With your support, I may be able to 
further my Involvement in student af-
fairs, and promote the general good for 
the entire class. 
In closing, I would lake to state, "To live 
life is to be a part of 1t." This is my per-
sonal goal! I intend not to be another 
face 1n the crowd. but someone admired 
by their peers Help me to serve you for 
the benefit of everyone• Thank You! 
-Kevin Szeredy 
enthusiasm as Vice President for our 
Class of 1987. I am willing to work hard 
to bring our class together through class 
actlv1t1es and functions 
If you want someone who is dependa-
ble, hardworking, reliable and enthusi-
astic then vote for Anne MacFaddin as 
YOUR Vice President. Thank you. 
- Anne MacFaddin 
Treasurer, class of '87 
As a candidate for the Office of Treas-
urer for the Class of 1987, I would lik•to 
present some of my quahflcations for 
this position and my ideas of how the 
Office of Treasurer should work for the 
class that It represents. 
I have considerable financial and or-
ganizational experience, having served 
as Treasurer of my high school band for 
the past two years prior to coming to 
WPI. l also served as the Assistant to the 
Treasurer of my senior class in high 
school My work In these two positions 
has given me a great deal of background 
in financial matters whic~ hopefully can 
be used here at WPI . 
The Office of Treasurer carries with it 
a great deal of responsibility and re-
quires someone who has the know-how 
so to work cohesively with the other of-
ficers to adequately represent the stu-
dent body that 1t answers to. 
A vote for Tom Cappelletti for Treas-
urer on October 6th is & vote for expe-
rience and a vote for financial security In 
the future. 
- Tom Cappelletti 
My name is Debby Forhan. and I would 
like to be Treasurer for the class of 1987. 
I am running for this office because I feel 
that I have the experience and ability to 
help unite our class . 
I have been involved with student go-
vernment since the sixth grade, and in 
the past seven years, I have organized 
many fund-raising activities. I helped 
start a SADD {Students Against Drunk 
Driving) group at my school. As one of 
the founders. I was responsible for rais-
ing the necessary funds to start the pro-
gram. In just two months, I raised almost 
1 ,000 dollars, and I was also responsible 
for setting up and taking care of all the 
group's financial records. 
Throughout high school , even though 
I was a student council representative. l 
worked closely with my own class offic-
ers and advisors on many class projects 
Therefore, I have had experience in work-
ing with both advisors, fellow officers 
and other students in establishing and 
achieving our goals 
I will always keep an open mtnd to any 
of your suggestions, and I would be 
more than willing to help you in any way I 
can. Together. we can accomplish a 
great deal, but we can also have a lot of 
fun doing tt 
From past experience, i am aware of 
the time commitment necessary to be a 
successful officer. I feel that I am capa-
ble of putting in the time and energy ne-
cessary to make the upcoming year a 
tremendous success 
- Debby Forhan 
Von Puttkamer to speak 
(continued from page 3) 
science in aerospace engineering from 
the Technical University of Aachen, Ger-
many 
His presentation at WPI will be In Kin-
ntcutt Hall. entitled 'The Next 25 Years In 
Space'. 1t will emphasize par1icularly the 
role of engineers, and will Include dis-
cusslons of present and future spaco 
shuttle activities and an Illustrative slide 
show It 1s being Jointly sponsored by tho 
American Society of Mechanical Eng1 
nears (ASME) the student sect on of 
ASME the WPI Mechanical Engineer ng 
Department and the WPI M tre Sp cc 
Shuttle Pro1oct 
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Secretary, class of '87 
HI, my name 1s Joyce Kline and I am a 
candidate for the Office of Secretary for 
the class of 1987. A main reason in my 
decision to be a candidate 1n this race Is 
that I would like to help our class ioin 
together. We have all come from vaned 
backgrounds. but I am confident that 
with qualified leadership we will be able 
to unite. 
many successful projects. During my 
Junior year, I was chairman of a variety 
show which was our major fundra1ser, of 
the many clubs that I participated In. I 
was never a bystander. always an active 
leader. 
Class Representative, 
class of '87 
In high school, I was active in many 
school oriented as well as community 
groups As a class officer during my 
Junior and Senior year, I helped organize 
I feel that I have the leadership qualitles 
necessary to organize our class and 
make it one of the most successful. I will 
always have an open mind and represent 
our class to the best of my ability So, on 
October 6, please vote for me, Joyce 
Kline, as your Secretary. 
Class Representative, 
class of '87 
Hi, my name is Scott Ried . My friends 
call me ''Packy", so call me " Packy." I'm 
running for student rep because I know 
I can do a good JOb, and you can count 
on me to try my hardest. A Student Rep. 
needs to be able to represent the entire 
class. not merely the scholars or the 
athletes, but everyone A well-rounded 
person can do that better and I am that 
person I've also had extensive exper-
ience in both class and student govern-
ment. So on election day remember my 
name first 
- Scott " Packy" Ried 
Hello, I'm David Brunell and I want to 
be class representative. A good represen-
tative has to listen to the people he 1s 
representing . He cannot accept the title 
of representative and then not listen to 
his people. I w ill listen to any and all 
suggestions you have to make WPI a 
better place. 
A freshman elected to this position 
usually would need time to adapt to this 
pos1t1on. I would not. I have been a 
senator for three years in the regional 
The office of class representative Is a 
very Important one. The class rep. Is 
your voice on the Executive Council. 
The ideal class rep. is always ltstening to 
the opinions and suggestions of his class 
and always keeping his class informed of 
Executive Council decisions. 
I believe that I can be that class repre-
sentative As a member of the NewapHk 
staff I have already begun to keep you 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN 
FREE TUTORING SERVICE 
student senate. I was head delegate of 
the Model U .N. delegation my school 
sent to the Harvard Model U .N. Also I 
was elected by my school to be the 
town's representative at the Massachu-
setts Student Government Day. I have 
experience in government and enjoy 
government and politics. 
For these reasons I feel that I am your 
best choice as representative. I hope that 
you will get out on Thursday and vote 
Hopefully you'll vote for me, Dave Brunell. 
Thank you. 
() - Dave Brunell 
Informed. I have also been actively In-
volved with the Committee of Concerned 
Students and the service fraternity, Alpha 
Phi Omega. I have served on a committee 
in my hometown government and have 
attended Executive Council meetings. 
With my understanding of the respon-
sibilities of the office and my concern tor 
the class of 1987, I will serve you well. 
- James (Jim) Goodell 
Tau Beta Pi is sponsoring a FREE TLJT{6RING PROGRAM in Calculus. Physics. 
Chemistry and Computer Science. Tutoring sessions are held Sunday to Wednesday 
from 8-10 p.m. 1n the Wedge. 
HAlltD\1AOE Al.MS PRESENTS 
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Monty 
Python 
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Spectrum Fine 
Arts Series 
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Graham Chapman 
on British humor, Monty Python 
and his own career 
MONDAY 
8:00 p.m. Alden Hall 
Free* 
Double Feature 
Admission $1.00 
"SEX SACRILEGE SCAWWGY. .. 
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Review: "Lou Miami"; "November Group" 
by Robert Pare 
Newspeak Staff 
On Friday, September 31 , at 8 p.m., in 
Harrington Auditorium, SOCCOM pres-
ented the WPI Homecoming '83 Concert 
featuring "Lou M1am1 and the Kozmetlx" 
and the "November Group", Tickets were 
one dollar for WPI students and two dol-
lars for all others. 
"Lou Miami and the Kozmetlx" per-
formed first to a disappointing early 
showing which grew Into a large crowd 
as the evening progressed This band's 
style Included danceable, fast-paced New 
Wave rhythms, highlighted by lead sin-
ger Lou Miami's versatile voice and stage 
dancing. Besides much original mate-
rial, the band performed two exciting 
remakes of "Do You Know the Way to 
San Jose?", and "Walk on By". 
A short Intermission ended as the 
"November Group", also a four-member 
New Wave band, took stage. Instrumen-
tal virtuosity of the members, along with 
use of a Moog Synthesizer, make this 
dance band a local favorite. Their set 
Included all original material lncludlng 
the hit "We Dance". 
Review: Homecoming Nightclub 
by Stave Knopplng 
E dltor-in-Chlel 
The Homecoming Nightclub was cer-
tainty a different experience this year. 
The night was started off with a set by the 
Nnd "Downtime", the self-described funk-
n-roll band. When the lead singer told 
the audience they were going to play 
some funk and then the band broke Into 
"She Blinded Me With Science", It left 
you wondering what their definition of 
funk was. Their selection of music was 
danceable, but the band lacked a solid 
back beat. "Downtime" suffered from the 
typical cover band syndrome. They tied 
too hard to copy the original versions of 
songs. On "Biiiie Jean" the lead singer 
tried to copy Michael Jackson's voice by 
whispering the song Instead of using his 
powerful voice to sing it. When "Down-
time" did try to Improvise on the cover 
songs they tended to drag the hand-
clapplng parts too long. "Downtime" 
sounded like a band you would have at a 
high school Junior Prom, not the pro-
fessional-type band we have come to 
expect at WPI nightclubs. 
After the band finished its first set, 
(comedian?) Tim Settiml came on and 
dragged out his act for over an hour. He 
began with some rollerskatlng tricks and 
did the same little gags over and over. He 
seemed to be enjoying the act more than 
the audience was. 
After he removed his skates, Maureen 
Walsh (SOCCOM Chairwoman) stopped 
Settlml and told him to introduce the 
Homecoming Queen finalists. The two 
runners-up were Diane Waskevlch, from 
Phi Sigma Sigma, and Rhonda Lamper-
elli, nominated by Phi Gamma Delta. The 
winner, much to the delight of the sold-
out Harrington crowd. was Ma Fell, from 
Alph Tau Omega. A friend summed It up 
best: "A vote for Ma Fell was like voting 
for your mother and who would vote 
against their mother?" 
The awarding of Homecoming Queen 
was definitely the highlight of Tim Settl-
ml's act, which went downhill from there. 
Settiml said himself, "Sorry about the 
pacing, there Is none." The only people 
who enjoyed his act were those who sat 
close enough to get Into his miming. 
When Settlml finished his drawn-out act, 
" Downtime" came back for another set 
to wrap-up the evening. With the excep-
tion of Ma Fell winning the Homecoming 
Queen tltle, the evening was a let-down. 
Throot>1ng nead" OuaK1ng 
boo)'? Has Monday dealt 
another crushing btow ? 
Revive voursel1 w1tn a well· 
rounoed meal lrom 
Domino s Pizza we·11 help 
smoo:n the wrinkles out 
01 your day 
791·7760 
219 Pleasant 
Ou' dnvers carry less 
than 51000 
.,wn.,ea oe -to'• ire.a 
c '118~ 00'Tl"10 i p .... '"' 
"Mephisto" Is, in a word,dynamlte 
The Clnematech Film Series is proud 
to present "Mephlsto" on Tuesday, Oc-
tober 4, 1983 ln Alden Hall at 7:30 pm. 
According to the Christian Science Mon-
itor, "Mephlsto" Is a lavishly filmed, ener-
getically acted drama charged with mor-
al and intellectual suspense. 
" Mephisto" Is a Hungarian film (1981 ) 
derived from a novel of that name (1936) 
by Klauss Mann Mann's novel has only 
recently been published In Europe after 
delay by legal obstacles. (Added irony: 
Mann committed suicide In 1949, sup-
posedly depressed because of those ob-
stacles.) 
" Mephisto" was made in Hungary, but 
the soundtrack here is in German. Most 
of the actors are Hungarian, only a few 
are German or Austrian, and a few are 
other nationalities - all dubbed Into 
German with extraordinary skill. The 
role Is so juicy- it begins with a tantrum 
- a desperately inadequate actor could 
fall Into It - and Klaus Mario Brandauer 
ls better than adequate (playing the role 
of Hofgen). 
Directed by Istvan Szabo, "Mephisto'' 
Is the true story of an actor's rise to pow-
er as a collaborator 1n Nazi Germany. 
This film Is a work of art, it transmits its 
messages so forcefully that no one can 
remain unaffected. This vivid, sharp film 
received the Academy Award fo r Best 
Foreign Film. See you at the perfor-
mance tonight at 7 30 p.m.1 
Monty Python weekend 
upcoming 
The MIHlon•ry 
Monty Python troupe member Michael 
Patin stars in this film as Reverend Cha-
rles Fortesque. a former African mis-
sionary who now ministers to twenty-
eight fallen women, a marriage-minded 
fiancee and an upper-crust admirer. He 
struggles with his passions each night. 
Written and produced by Palin, The 
Mlaalon•ry has the bawdy British humor 
which has become a Python trademark. 
To be shown Friday at 6:30 p.m. in Alden 
Hall. 
The Life of Brl•n 
Brian ls born in a manger; a short dis-
KAYPRO GOES 
PERFECT! 
• PERFECT FILER 
•PERFECT 
tance from Christ and at about the same 
time. Throughout his life. Brian is con-
tinually mistaken for the Messiah When 
Brian grows up he takes a job as a vendor 
at the Roman games, and becomes in-
volved In a leftist terrorist organization 
devoted to the destruction of the entire 
Roman Empire. To be shown Friday at 
9:30 p.m. In Alden Hall; admission to this 
show and The MIHlon•ry is $1 00 (com-
bined admission). 
And Now For Something 
Completely Different 
A rib-tickling compilatl.on of skits from 
(continued on page 12) 
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The divts1on of lnterd1sc1ptlnary Af-
fairs will implement a program this year 
to encourage oral presentations of IQ P's. 
For this purpose. rooms have been re-
served tn Salisbury labs from 1:00 to 
5.00 p.m. on Wednesday, October 5 
Students have been 1nv1ted to give IQP 
presentations at all stages of pro1ect 
completion A program such as this will 
be of value to students individually. but it 
wtll also benefit the campus as a whole. 
An oral presentation can provide addi-
tional dimension to an IOP 1n the forma-
tive stage Members of the audience 
I 00-1 W 
I 20·1 40 
I 40-2.00 
2.00·2'20 
S11i\bur~ 123 
llRBA:-<' Pl A:"Ml'G ,\ND 
TRANSl'ORT \ 110~ 
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• Design 01 l'ca,lc~ Pia) ground 
('.\;orthN>rol" 
I arn Manni 
I 1m ·Roci.ch 
• 1 "'cn11c1h Ccniun Rp1lroad, 
and (tmcrnmcnu1l lntlucncc 
Upon fhcm". hdcral and State 
jlO\crnmcnt\' ran in the dcchnc 
or Amcr11:11n Ra1lroad' 
l 1molh) Watkin> 
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I QP oral presentation 
should be able to add valuable 1nforma-
tlon, experience, or personal contacts to 
a pro1ect after hearing about the topic. 
Secondly, because of the program In-
dividual students will receive practice in 
public speaking and defense of thetr 
ideas. These are valuable learning expe-
riences - few would dispute this. 
Those giving oral presentations will 
benefit from thetr experience. However, 
equally important is the awareness this 
program can bring all members of the 
WPI community who attend the presen-
tation:; By nature, the IOP has a societal 
orientation. Since the ma1ority of stu-
dents at WPI are involved In a technical 
education, societal perspective was pro-
vided when the faculty voted In the early 
1970s to require each student to com-
plete independent study or project work 
relating technology and society. An IOP 
may require a student to study In an area 
which is not emphasized at WPI, such as 
care for the elderly, law or politics. The 
IQP can take a student far from the WPI 
campus Intellectually: needed is an op-
portunity for the student to bring back, 
into our community. his or her experience. 
The Oral IQP Presentation program 
encourages a vital element in the WPI 
Schedule For The First WPI Conference on 
Society-Technology Interactions. 
To be held October S, 1983. 
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education. that is. Intellectual discourse 
at a community level on social valuee 
and issues, aa well as experiences. The 
IOP is a unique and highly valuable re-
source here at WPI. The campus com-
munity should take every advantage to 
utilize this resource. The DIA will pro-
mote the IQP Oral Presentation program 
as an organized opportunity for student• 
to discuss their ideas and conclusions 
on the interactions of society and tech-
nology with their peers and other mem-
bers of the campus community. Please 
support this program and attend the 
presentations on October 5. 
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Carbone and Mackey are Pritchard Award winner• 
Engineers bury Colby 30-7 
by Dave Tormey 
Sports Editor 
The Inclement weather was the only 
disappointing factor In the 1983 WPI 
Homecoming football game as the Engi-
neers rolled over the White Mules of 
Colby College, 30-7. Over 2000 alumni. 
family, students and other assorted fans 
enjoyed an exciting, though one-sided, 
first half In which 34 of the game's 37 
points were scored 
A Colby personal foul on the play put the 
ball on the 8 yard line and 3 plays later 
Mike Carbone had his 5th touchdown of 
the season. Dean Ayotte's extra point at-
tempt was good to make It 7-0. 
No sooner had SAE's cannon gone off 
to sound the first score than had WPI 
scored again . On the kickoff, Costa 
Evengelakos delivered an awesome blow 
to force a fumble which Matt Wasielews-
ki recovered. Three plays later, Carbone 
lowered the boom on the only Colby de-
fender in his path and scored f rom elev-
en yards out. Ayotte made good on his 
extra point to give WPI a 14-0 lead. 
WPI continued to dominate on de-
fense and offense until a John Scacc1ottl 
pass was intercepted by Colby's Steven 
Litchfield to set up Colby's only score of 
the game. 
Colby received the first kickoff, but the 
WPI defense dealt a swift and lethal blow 
to Colby's first drive and forced the 
Mules to punt after only 3 plays. Worces-
ter took over at midfield and soon had a 
first down behind the rushing of tailback 
Mike Carbone, but the Engineers could 
not sustain the drive and they had to 
punt. Colby regained possession deep in 
their own territory and were soon faced 
with 3rd down and long situation Colby 
quarterback Mike Ricci went to the air 
and connected for a twelve yard gain. 
but the play was called back on a clip-
ping call against the Mules Faced once 
again with 3rd and long, Ricci threw It 
up, this time to WPI defensive back John 
Biblnskl. who returned It to the Colby 14. 
The second quarter began with a Wor-
cester possession from their own 39 
First Scacclottl hit wide receiver Chuck 
Hickey for a twenty yard gain and then 
scrambled for 16 yards on the following 
play. Then, from the Colby 25. the Ed 
Moffit and Mike Carbone Show took over 
to set up a John Scacclottl touchdown 
plunge from the four yard llne. Ayotte 
John St. Cyr lookl for 1ome running room. 
- Jon Baakln. 
************************~ Football stars of the week 
Back of the Week - John Scacclottl 
Offenalve Player of the Week - Mike Carbone 
Lineman of the Week - Ed Mackey 
Defenalve Player of the Week - Bob Henderson 
Hit of the Week - Ed Moffit 
************************* 
missed the kick to keep the score at 20-7. 
The two teams exchanged possessions 
for the middle part of the quarter until the 
4:30 mark when Linebacker Mike Dagle 
made an outstanding interception as he 
ripped the ball right out of the Colby 
receiver's hands. Behind some excellent 
blocking from the left side of the offen-
sive line, Mike Carbone and Randy Mo-
cadlo combined for 30 yards on the first 
two plays of the drive. Mocadlo and so-
phomore Eric Kapantais took turns rush-
ing and picked up some tough yardage 
to put the ball on the Colby 17 with about 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WITH 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
THE LEADER IN ELECTRONIC 
TEST ANO MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 
a minute left In the half. On the following 
play wide receiver Chuck Hickey made a 
great diving catch of a John Scacciotti 
pass but he could not get a toot down 
before he went outside the end zone. 
Soacciottl then h It freshman Steve Nolan 
for a 1 O yard gain to give the Engineers a 
first and goal situation Atter another in-
complete pass, Scacciottl took matters 
into his own hands as he faked right and 
bootlegged It around the left end for the 
touchdown Coach Bob Weiss opted for 
a two-point conversion attempt but a 
(continued on page 10) 
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Field hockey climbs to 8-0 
by Kelli Meckey 
The WPI Field Hockey team success-
fully defended their perfect record on 
Saturday with a 2-1 win over Franklin 
Pierce College. For the most part, WPI 
dominated the play and the ball remained 
1n the FPC defensive end. Despite WPl's 
control the offense could not put the 
ball into the cage. After a scoreless 1st 
half, WPI continued to play aggressively 
and junior Inner, Angela Frankudakis, 
made a beautltut deflection on a Chris 
Clancy pass to put the Engineers ahead 
1-0. Unfortunately, the FPC squad coun-
tered minutes later with a successful 
sconng drive to tie the game 1-1 . WPI 
refused to give up and the offense re-
mained in FPC's 25 yard zone. Senior 
Robin Hart scored against a tired defen-
sive attack to put Tech up 2-1 . WPI held 
the lead to win the match and remain 
undefeated . 
Earlier this week the Lady Engineers 
played one of the toughest matches of 
the season when they met Connecticut 
College on Wednesday. Connecticut's 
offensive line was remarkably fast and 
Tech had difficulty In keeping the ball 
out of their defensive end. Nevertheless, 
WPI held Connecticut College from scor-
ing and eventually the offense p icked up 
momentum and brought the ball down 
Into Connecticut's territory. The play 
was equally balanced both ottenslvely 
and defensively, with neither team con-
trolling exclusively. The 1st half remained 
scoreless, and both teams entered the 
2nd half with fierce determination. WPI 
went ahead for good later In the game on 
a Hart goal and the game ended in a 1-0 
victory for Tech. 
On Monday. the Engineers met a re-
venge-seeking Anna Marla squad. They 
wanted to get back at Tech for their loss 
against WPI in the City Flnals Even des-
pite a poor playing field, Tech held AMC 
from scoring and Hart secured a 1-0 lead 
for WPI Tech's play was a little sloppy 
toward the end of the 2nd half when AMC 
made a strong drive into Tech's 16 yard 
territory. Nevertheless. the Tech defen-
sive held the AMC offense and the game 
ended in a 1-0 wtn for WPI. 
ACQUIRE A UNIQUE 
PERSPECTIVE AT LITTON 
DATA SYSTEMS 
If >·ou'<l like to begin your com1lUter engin~-cnng Qreer ~ith a comp.1Jl)' that looks at 
ever)llhing from all angles and explnres even tht: most remote possibilities. come to Litton Oat.a 
Systems. 
Ewr smcr computer technololb' was recogni1cd a.s a .. ,taJ part of mihtary operation~. Litton 
Data Sysh:~ has hct!n 5'!a!'chinl( for new v.~y• to med the challcl\¢ng needs of our nation's 
defense sy~km We are detlicateJ to conbnuous research and dc\~lopment m the application 
of modem ~ftware and cm:u1t technologies to command, control and communteahons (c3) 
S)stems that provide l(re4tcr performance reliability, -maint.ainabiht)' and cost efficiency. 
1\s on~ of the lar~Wi>l di .. isions of Litton lndu!ltnrs international family, "-l' can get your software 
or hard\\·are enwncerinit carl'Cr off to a great ~tart with opportuniti~ in a variety of programs. 
This diwr~it> ofkrs continuous po.'-Sihiliti' for challenge and advanc1..'111Cnt v.1thm the company. 
Our ~1ril':> :ire c~ccllo:nl and our hcncfil~ pa\:kage mdud~ health, dental and hCc msurantc, 
rl'Creation;1l programs and l'Jucational rcimhurM:ment. You'll also find nur Southern California 
location wry appcalin~ 
Ir you v.ould like to he a p.ut oi a wmfl.ln) that':. nC\.::r !Nlt1:.fied with thing.., ,1 thl·~ arc. j<iin I.it· 
ton D<1ta ~\~cnu and ac1.1uirc our umqut: 1>erSJX'CtM?. 
Campus Interview November 7 
Forward your n~umc to: 
Jim Robcrt..'OJI 
Staffing & Placement 
Dept.\\ Pl 
8000 Woodlev A\'~nue 
Van Nuys, CA 91409 
Equ.il Op~irtunity Empluyc1 
rn DATA SYSTEMS 
Utton 
WPI'• C•thy Taylor u1n 1om• fancy 1tlckwork 
to elude • defender. - Jeff Winick. 
Volleyball wins at home 
by Jackie Blascoechee 
Newspeak Staff 
The Lady Engineers obtained a smash-
tng victory last Saturday over at St Jo-
seph's College The team had a trl-match 
this day at Connecticut College The 
home team defeated WPI 15-12, 15-10 In 
the second match WPI also participated 
In tri-matches on Tuesday and Friday 
but did not have as much luck as they did 
on Saturday Western New England Col-
lege and Brandeis defeated WPI on Fri-
day and on Tuesday, Merrimack and RIC 
won their matches respectively 
Tuesday's tri-match was held at Mer- · 
rt mack. WPI played the first match against 
the home team this day. Starters Cheryl 
Macedo, Fran Weiss, co-captatn Barb 
Thissell, Jeanne Travers, Sue Padell and 
Joyce Barker united their skills to give 
the Engineers an early lead in this game 
The first set was won by WPI at 15-7. 
During the second and third set WPl's 
defense slowed down to give Merrimack 
wins at 15-4. 15-5 successively. 
The Engineers then faced RIC As 
WPl's spirit seemed to dwindle RIC took 
over and won the match 15-3. The Engi-
neers returned in the second match to 
score 12 points off their formidable op-
ponents RIC captured the match 2-0 
Again WPI travelled away last Friday 
night to Brandeis College to play the 
hometeam and WNEC. The Lady Engi-
neers showed a very strong defensive 
strategy against both teams. Alternate 
player. Linda Plaza, contributed to the 
defense with her back bumps while fresh-
man Nancy Clark contributed with her 
blocks at the net Unfortunately, the op-
position was very strong This led to two 
successive defeats against WN EC with a 
score favoring them of 15-9, 16-14. The 
score for the second set of this game 
shows that WPI was a strong contender. • 
The second game on Friday was against 
Brandeis who also defeated WPI 15-7, 
15-2 
WPl's losing streak of the previous 
week changed direction during Satur-
day's games. The team started strong in 
their first match against St. Joseph's Col-
lege The usual starters, assisted by co-
captain Marion Keefer's strong serves 
a,.d bumps, obtained a victory for WPI 
with scores of 15-6. 15·5. During this 
game freshmen Mary Kendrick and Evelyn 
Marshall, and sophomore Robin Gately 
got a chance to show their skills on the 
court set by sophomore Donna Barone. 
Saturday's second match against the 
home team, Connecticut College, was 
not so successful for WPI as was the first. 
But the winning scores for Conn. Col-
lege of 15-12 and 15-10showed that the 
Lady Engineers proved to be strong op-
position for the home team. 
Despite the fact that the women's vol-
leyball team was the only team away 
from WPI during Homecoming, they 
seemed to have taken this day's school 
spirit with them to bring beck the good 
news of victory. 
The women will be home this week 
with a match Tuesday night, October 4, 
against Babson at 7:00 1n Harrington 
Auditorium and a tri-match Saturday, 
October 8, against Assumption and 
Wheaton Colleges at 11 :00. 
Cross country No. 1 In city 
by Paul M . Nowak 
In one of the season's biggest upsets. 
the WPI cross country team captured the 
Worcester City Championships. WPI, the 
originator of the meet. won the first 
twelve championships before loslng In 
1979. Aside from the team establlshlng 
itself as Worcester's best. Junior Scott 
Hand was the individual winner by lour 
seconds on a fast 5.3 mile course. The 
times and place of WPl's top five appear 
below: 
1. Scott Hand, 27.01 
6. Paul Cunningham, 27.39 
7. Greg Langer, 27.41 
1 o. Jerry Robblee. 28.04 
13. Brian Laprice, 28 16 
The Engineers now sport a 5-2 record, 
and are off to their strongest start in five 
years. With four of the top five positions 
belonging to underclassmen, It looks as 
if the harriers are rebuilding well . The 
future looks bright tor WPI ; a school 
which In the past has been recognized for 
its strong cross country teams. 
Putting the meet In perspective, one 
can easily see that It wasn't easy by any 
standards WPI won with a score of 37, 
followed closely by Holy Cross ( 41 ) and 
Assum piton (46) Rounding out the fteld 
was Worcester State ( 121) and Clark 
(122). With Assumption's top five men 
returning , the defending champions were 
easlly the pre-race favorites. Before the 
meet, WPI had added reason for con-
cern. Freshman standout, Paul Cunning-
ham. developed severe knee problems 
during the week and 1t was uncertain 
whether he would run. However, he was 
able to put his patns es1de and stride to 
his best finish of the year. 
To say the least, Coach Norcross was 
extremely pleased with the team's per-
formance. " I feel the victory belongs to 
the whole team. This race could not have 
been won without the strong contribu-
tions of the 4th-7th men. A meet of this 
size cannot be won with Juel a couple of 
outstanding performers.This victory was 
a result of depth, and total team spirit." 
Worcester's top man, Scott Hand, 
echoed the words of Coach Norcross as 
he too attributed the victory to the com-
bined efforts of the whole team. "I think 
the key to this win was the determined 
performances of our 4th-10th men The 
team ran as a pack back there, and that's 
what we must do to win 'The pack Scott 
Is referring to 1s the compact grouping of 
(contlnu don pege 10) 
J 
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t 
• H Many thanks go to all the freshmen who 
0 WI n omecomi ng Weekend. The float parade attended. The pizza was good, but the was a lot of fun. Thanks to Mercedeh who did an excellent job organizing the company was better. We're looking for-
construction of the float. It looked great! ward to getting together with you again. 
by Sendy Olson 
The WPI women's tennis team upped 
Its record to 5-2 with two victories this 
past week. The Lady Engineers easily 
defeated Emmanuel 4-1 . Scoring victo-
ries for the team were Cheryl Buitenhuys 
and Tracy Webster In singles action and 
the first and second doubles teams of 
Jenny Davis, Terry Ragan and Bulten-
huys and Webster 
. .. cross 
country 
(continued from page 9) 
the 4th-10th men. All six of these men 
ran within one minute of each other. 
Next week wlll be the Engineer's last 
home meet. The competition wlll be Holy 
Cross; and If this meet was any Indicator, 
the race wlll be a good one. Things are 
different In a dual meet, but co-captain 
Paul Nowak Isn't anticipating any disap-
pointing results. 
• • • football 
(continued from page I) 
penalty on the play changed his mind. 
Dean Ayotte came In once again and hit 
his third extra point of the day. 
The second half was not nearly as 
eventful as the first, but there were some 
things definitely worth mentioning. So-
phomore Rick Farland took over at the 
quarterback spot and did fairly well 
John Bibinskl continued to play well on 
defense and Mike Bernazani made an 
interception which started Worcester on 
a 70 yard drive that nearly ended in a 
touchdown Mid-way into the fourth quar-
ter Costa Evangelakos picked off a pass 
deep In Colby territory which paid off 
soon afterwards as Dean Ayotte con-
nected on a 24 yard field goal to make for 
the final 30 point total A Kevin Lynch 
Interception and 24 yard return almost 
ended with a touchdown. but time ran 
out before the Engineers could put six 
more up on the bo~,..d 
At the end of the game the Robert w. 
Pritchard award for outstanding back 
and outstanding lineman In the annual 
homecoming game was given out. Not 
surprisingly Mike Carbone, who had 136 
yards and two touchdowns on the day, 
received the award for outstanding back. 
The lineman award went to defensive 
tackle Ed Mackey who was In on at least 
10 tackles for the game. 
Overall Coach Weiss must be pleased 
with both his offense and defense. Enough 
has been said about the offense but It 
was the defense that came up with two 
Interceptions that ended with WPI scores 
Bob Henderson led the team with 12 
tackles down on the defensive line and 
Rich Pochepan was very effective in the 
backfield as he was In on seven tackles 
and had a quarterback sack to his credit. 
Next game Is this Saturday at 1.30 at 
home against the University of Lowell 
ULowell Is always a tough opponent so 
come on down and enjoy the game. 
Next, the women's team won a hard 
fought contest over Assumption College 
5-4. Terry Ragan, M ichele Miies, Chris 
Tondora and Tracy Webster all won their 
singles matches. The team of Cheryl 
Bultenhuys and Tracy Webster won In 
doubles action. Chris Tandora was the 
heroine of the day as she won her match 
In the third set to seal the victory for the 
Lady Engineers. 
The team then lost their next two 
match es against Rhode Island College 
and Brandeis. An experienced Rhode Is-
land team with extreme depth handed 
the women's team their first defeat of the 
season by a score of 2-7. 
The Lady Engineers were next defeat-
ed by an aggressive Brandeis squad 2-6. 
Winning their matches were Bultenhuys 
and Ragan. The final score of this match 
does not indicate the closeness of the 
contest Captain Jenny Davis was nar-
rowly defeated by the slim margin of 4-6, 
5-7. A lso, Chris Tondora was on the 
verge of winning a third set tie breaker 
when injury forced her to withdraw Had 
the results of these matches differed, the 
Lady Engineers could have easily won 
their third match of the week. 
Coach Shella Laperll has had to deal 
with the loss of two key p layers. Eliza-
beth Groleau had to withdraw because 
of a very busy school schedule and Chris 
Tondora will be cut for the season with a 
knee injury. Despite these two critical 
losses, Coach Laperll Is certain that the 
team will recover and continue to im-
prove upon its winning record. 
Al Only two more weeks to go to this 
so. Karen Eklof did a super job plan- term. It's time to get caught up on the last 
nlng the A lumni Reception after the football game. The Alumni were psyched five weeks of work. My, my doesn't time 
to see the house. They loved itl fly when you're having funl?I?!?•? 
( cLAssifiEds J 
FOR RENT: One bedroom apt. partlally 
furnlehed, appliances, excellent neigh-
borhood, located near Newton Square. 
$295 plu• utllHIH. Call 791-2472. 
EARN $400 per 1000 etuttlng enHlop•• 
at home. No experience needed. Frff 
detail•. Encloe• •lamped envefope. Me-
rlllo, 1111 W. Jonquil, Chicago, llllnol• 
eoe21. 
CAR FOR SALE -1971 Mercury Comet, 
200 cu. In. I cyl, green, excellent run-
ning condition, 1om• body ruet. Aeklng 
$475. Contact Tom, Box 542 or 755-33". 
RAPID TYPING SERVICE low coet In· 
cludet cover, Htra copln and expert 
minor editing. Call 791-2770, evening• 
4·10 p.m. 
WANTED: STUDENTS WITH GRAPHI-
CAL COMPETENCE. Mu1t be ellglble 
for work 1tudy. Up to 10 houri per wHk 
on your time. PleaH He Prof. Yankff, 
Higgin• 203. 
WANTED: IQP PARTNER for B·C-0 
term•, on IHuH In education (no teach· 
Ing). It lntereated, contact D ave, Box 
2257. 
IF YOU'RE TIRED of waiting and fight· 
Ing the crowda at WACCC, NOW 11 the 
time to buy your OWN Peraonal Compu-
ter. For Juat SIO a month you can own a 
KA YPRO II. Sff the AO on page 1lx for 
more detail• or call Joe GrlmH at 
757-9493. 
Q: WHAT'S THE ANSWER TO LIFE, 
THE UNIVERSE AND EVERYTHING? 
A: Find out at a WPI Science Fiction So-
ciety meeting! Thie Thul"lday at 7:30 p.m. 
In the Pub (H•l end). Free doughnut•. 
P.S.: Comeearty (at7:00) and watch OR. 
WHO on the big 1crffnl Allen• welcome. 
WANTED: AOaD ADVENTURERS, flgh-
tere, wlzerds and clerlce. Needed to 1olve 
the myettrlH of the Forgotten l•l• . Send 
rHume to: Box 898 or call 757-0689, 
Don. 
The1e is onl1 one 
telecommunication 
com~~ 
this old. And this new. 
AT&T COMMUNICATIONS 
Just born. Fully grown. With as.c;ets of 
$15·20 billion ... 66 million resident and 
business customers •.. and 122,000 
employees, and an AT&T heritage of 107 
years of tl'lccommunicalions experience. 
But offering new and expanded mformalion 
services. We're working on a broader scale 
than ever befor~. interweaving advanced 
computc>r trchnology tu compete success· 
fully in all aspects of telecommunications: 
audio. video, digital data, and analo~ 
graphics. 
Want lob<.' part of this wchnic;1lly based. 
fllarket drivt•n organizal ion? Wt-'11 ht' 
needing cnt husia:;t ic, n•sult s·oril'flll'd 
technical and bl1s1ncss majorc;; to set tht• pan• 
in technical and managt·rial ;1rras. salt•.; and 
marketing. 
Check your College Placcm~nt OHic.-c for 
more information and interview date~. 
ATs.T 
Communications 
\\'l, are an equal oppor1un11y employer 
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COLOR 
YOURSELF 
INTO THE 
FUYURE 
I ~ '!CJll!"!·~'! If 
A UNIQUE METHOD FOR UNLOCKING 
THE MYSTERIES OF SCIENCE 
THE NEW TECHNOLOGY COLORING BOOK is a simple color-by-number system with explanatory 
text. It will take you on a revealing journey through the 
mysteries of science and the universe toward a new 
understanding of the technological revolution. 
There's never been anything like it. Peer inside the 
molecules of the body, discover the power of lasers, 
tour the wonders of recombiant DNA, or be at the 
controls of the space shuttle. 
ALL YOU NEED ARE A FEW CRAYONS. 
FELT TIP MARKERS, OR COLORED 
PENCILS TO GET YOU STARTED 
35 TOPICS IN ALL! 
THE BODY • THE UNIVERSE 
LASERS • COMPUTERS • GENETICS 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS 
NEUROTRANSMITI'ERS • CAT SCANS 
ULTRASONOGRAPHY • MICROBIOLOGY 
SPACE • ACID RAIN • INFRARED SENSING 
BLACK HOLES • SOLAR ASTRONOMY 
NUCLEAR REACTOR • TOPOLOGY 
CONSCIOUSNESS TECHNOLOGY ••• 
AND MUCH MORE! 
,------------------, 
I FREE! BOX OF CRAYONS I 
i ~nd~~~09:s;,~~.~~d~~~Ta f ~dc:~ .. ~~~E~ B~;! i I OF CAAYONS··1ust for fun' I I BANTAM BOOKS INC Depl SS 666 F1f1h Avenue, New York 10103 I 
NAME I I COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 
I ADDRESS I I CITY STATE ZIP I 
I THE ANSWER TO WHAT IS ON PAGE 24 I 
I NA Bantam Trade Book (fill in} I 
L-----1-------------~ 
( __________ P_o __ Lic __ E_N_E_w_s ____________ )
by Greg Doerschfer 
Newspeak Staff 
September 23 - September 29 
Campu1 Breaka/Larcenlea 
A break Into the management depart-
ment office in Salisbury Labs occurring 
on the weekend of September 24, was 
reported to WPI Police. A large sum of 
cash and stamps was stolen from the 
office. Further detalls of the incident 
were unavailable, as It Is under I nvestiga-
tion by the WPI Pol ice Detective Bureau 
On Monday, September 26 , at 1:15 
p.m., the larceny of a pocketbook from 
Higgins House was reported to WPI Po-
lice Later that afternoon at 2·10 pm., 
coffee money was reportedly stolen from 
a stock room 1n Goddard Hall. At 3:10 
p.m., that afternoon, a professor report-
ed the theft of stamps from his office tn 
Salisbury Labs 
At 4:45 p m., on Friday, September 23, 
a WPI student reported the theft of his 
pants containing his wallet and keys 
from a residence hall bathroom. The 
theft of a knapsack from the coat rack 
outside of DAKA was reported to WPI 
Police at 9 35 a.m., on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 28 
Motorcycle Accident 
A motor vehicle accident on Park Ave. 
at the Intersection of Massachusetts Ave., 
involving a motorcycle was reported to 
WPI Police and the Worcester Police 
Department (WPD) at 9 25 p.m .. on Thurs-
day, September 29. The motorcycle. re-
portedly travelling southbound on Park 
Ave. at a high rate of speed. struck the 
side of a car being operated by an 
eighty-four-year-old male resident of 
Mount Hope Terrace, who was north· 
bound on Park Ave , executing a turn 
onto Massachusetts Ave The operator 
of the motorcycle, a twenty-four-year-
old Paxton man, is listed in critical condi-
tion at City Hospital with head, leg, and 
internal injuries A twenty-two-year-old 
Worcester man, a passenger on the mo-
torcycle, 1s 1n serious condition at City 
Hospital with leg and internal injuries 
The operator of the motor vehicle was 
not injured 
WPI Police responded to the scene of 
the accident and assisted WPO with first 
aid to the victims WPI Police Officer Biii 
Corbett, who Is also a paramedic, ac-
companied the operator of the motorcy-
cle 1n the ambulance to City Hospital 
Motorcycle Pursuit 
WPD notified WPI Poltce at 2:00 a m .. 
Wednesday, September 28, that 1t was in 
pursuit of a motorcycle on Trowbridge 
Road heading toward WPI. WPI Police 
and WPD pursued the motorcycle into 
the quad between Riley and Daniels , and 
out onto West Street. The cycle was fl· 
natty stopped at t~e intersection of High· 
land St. and Haviland St. The operator 
was arrested by WPD He was charged 
with numerous motor vehicle violations, 
including driving to endanger. speeding. 
and failure to stop for a police officer. 
Motor Vehicle Break• 
A WPI student reported at 8;30 p.m .• 
on Wednesday, September 28, that a 
vehicle parked on Einhorn Road had a 
broken window, and that a stereo had 
been stolen from it. The vehicle belonged 
to a WPI student, who was notified of the 
incident WPD was also contacted. 
A WPI student reported that a window 
of his vehicle, parked near the Intersec-
tion of Dean St. and Salisbury St . had 
been broken on the evening of Saturday, 
September 24. 
Motor Vehicle Accident• 
The WPI Grounds Crew reported a 
motor vehlcle accident at the intersec-
tion of Grove St. and Lancaster St., on 
Fnday, September 23. at 10;30 a.m. The 
accident involved a tractor-trailer and a 
car WPD was also contacted to take the 
report. 
A WPI police officer reported assisting 
WPO with a two-car accident at the in-
tersection of Salisbury St. and Dean St. 
at 11 :45 p.m., on Friday, September 23. 
Other Incident• 
A WPI student reported a disturbance 
at a residence on West St. near Elbridge 
St. at 2 55 am., on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 28 Officers investigating disco-
vered a broken window In a aide door to 
the residence, a possible B&E attempt. 
WPD was contacted and notified of the 
incident. 
FREE I 
Buy 4 Fish & Chips Dinners At 
$1. 75 Each & Get One 
Free With This Coupon. 
Thru Sept. 30 
TED'S SEAFOOD 
4 Fruit St. 
Worcester 
755-8331 
The WPI Women's Chorale 
Would like to invite any interested 
women to attend rehearsal time 
Tuesday 6-8:00 P.M. 
Rehearsals are held downstairs in 
Alden Hall in room 0 IF under the stairs. 
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wliAt's liAppENiNG 
Tunday, October 4 
FIELD HOCKEY vs. Tufts University, 3:30 p.m. 
JV FIELD HOCKEY vs. Tufts University, 3:30 p.m. 
VOLLEYBALL vs. Babson College, 7:00 p.m. 
CINEMATECH FILM SERIES, "Mephisto", Alden Hall, 7:30 p.m. (free) 
Wednnday, October 5 
BLOOD DRIVE, sponsored by NPC, Alden Hall, 10:00 a.m. - 4.00 p.m 
SOCCER vs Assumption College, 3:00 p.m. 
WEEKDAY MASS. Religious Center, 10:00 p.m. 
Thurtday, October 8 
PLACEMENT REGISTRATION for seniors/ grad students, OGCP. 
Boynton Hall. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
BLOOD DRIVE, sponsored by NPC, Alden Hall, 10:00 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Worcester State. 3:00 p.m. 
SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY MEETING for Interested students and 
faculty, Pub, 7:30 p.m. 
COFFEEHOUSE, Wedge, 9:00 p.m. 
... Monty 
(continued from P•G• 8) 
the British television series Monty Py-
thon'• Flying Circus: 
"Oddball quality of British humor at Its 
craziest.' 
- Wiiiiam Wolf. CUE Magazine 
"A mad ml>C of whimsy and satire. E>C-
tremely funny .. should be seen!" 
- Sally Beauman. New York M1gazlne 
"A wild series of jokes, gags and skits! 
If you want to laugh at something differ-
ent go see ltl You may be carried away." 
- Gene Shalit, NBC Tod1y Show 
This film will be shown Sunday at 6:30 
p.m In Alden Hall. 
The MHnlng of Life 
(Winner of the Special Jury Award 
at the Cannes Film Festival.) 
In this scathing social satire, the sa-
crilegious. satirical six have taken up the 
monumental task of explaining the Mean-
ing of Life. The results are pungent, hilar-
ious. acidic and priceless views on sex, 
religion, birth, war and death. This re-
lentless and Irreverent Insanity leaves 
nothing and no one untouched. Monty 
Friday, October 7 
BLOOD DRIVE, sponsored by NPC, Alden Hall, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
THE REEL THING, "The Missionary", Alden Hall, 6:30 p.m. ($1 .00) 
DANCE DAZE, Alumni Gym, 8:00 p.m. - 11 '.00 p.m. ($2.50) 
THE REEL THING, "The Life of Brian" , Alden Hall, 9:30 p.m. ($1.00) 
S1turd1y, October 8 
VOLLEYBALL vs. Assumption and Wheaton. 11 :00 a.m. 
CROSS COUNTRY vs. Holy Cross, 12:00 noon 
FOOTBALL vs. University of Lowell, 1 :30 p.m. 
PUB ENTERTAINMENT, "HI-Beams", 9:00 p.m. (50¢) 
Sund1y, October 9 
SUNDAY MASS, Alden Hall , 11 :00 a.m. 
THE REEL THING, "And Now For Something Completely Different'', 
Alden Hall , 6:30 p.m ($1.00) 
THE REEL THING, "The Meaning of Life", Alden Hall. 9:30 p.m. ($1 .00) 
Mond1y, October 10 
COLUMBUS DAY 
FALL GRADUATION, Alden Hall, 2:00 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. New Hampshire College, 3;30 p.m. 
SPECTRUM FINE ARTS SERIES. "Graham Chapman", Alden Hall, 
8:00 p m (free) 
Python tackles Life and wrestles It to the 
ground In the most savagely rude and 
amusing, vulgar and comic. gross and 
side-splitting film you will ever see. To 
be shown Sunday at 9:30 p.m. in Alden 
Hall Combined admission to this film 
and And Now For Something Complete-
ly Different is $1.00. 
Spectrum Fine Arts Serles presents 
Graham Chapman of the Monty Python 
troupe: Graham Chapman of Monty Py-
thon fame discusses the history of Brit-
ish humor, Monty Python and his own 
career He will be appearing live in Alden 
Memorial Hall on Monday night at 8:00 
p.m.; admission Is free 
SocCom Previews 
Saturday, October 8th 
The HI-Beams. number 2 in last year's 
Rock and Roll Rumble In Boston, will be 
appearing Saturday night in the pub. 
Performing many popular tunes and many 
of their own songs, the HI-Beams are 
sure to otter a pleasant atmosphere. The 
first set of the night wtll begin at 9:00 p.m. 
5UD fOP..(}t yo. 
I# 2 l This is the second in a series of connecting ads. 
